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This article is a translation of the German article ”Mit überschaubarem Aufwand valide Zielpreise ermitteln”
which was published February 2017 in the ”Bescha ung aktuell” magazine. One of Germany’s most known
purchasing related magazins.
Automotive supplier Bosch achieves savings by implementing innovative price analysis so ware
Purchasing departments resort to a variety of methods when looking for areas in which they can potentially cut costs. In its search for new and innovative approaches, German automotive supplier Robert Bosch
tested criteria-based price analysis so ware which promises to deliver a valid price target calculation for
large families of parts: NLPP, short for Non-Linear Performance Pricing. The department was immediately
impressed by the so ware’s potential. Bosch’s central purchasing department, which works directly for the
Gasoline Systems Direct Fuel Injection business unit, began deploying NLPP several months ago — and the
results have been outstanding. Thanks to the NLPP analysis, signi cant savings have already been achieved
in the area of materials under evaluation. Today, the so ware is applied at various Bosch sites, including
Livonia (MI).
Konstantinos Alefasidis, now departmental manager for specialised purchasing at the Robert
Bosch GmbH site in Zu enhausen/Germany, looked at numerous methods and so ware solutions in his former role as negotiation consultant. “I was responsible for purchasing methodology,”
explained Konstantinos Alefasidis.
Naturally, analysing suppliers
and procurement prices played
a major role in this context.
Purchasing agents all want to
know exactly how much a certain part is allowed to cost.
Classic cost analysis methods
such as shadow price calculations and cost breakdowns
require a high level of data
transparency and accessibility.
This, however, is rarely avail-

able. Moreover, conventional
methods are only able to compare prices for products which
are technologically identical,
which considerably restricts
their scope. So the challenge
was to nd a method which
would be able to compare nonidentical parts, and show the
potential savings per part.
New approach: How do distinguishing features in uence
price?
Konstantinos Alefasidis was rst
introduced to the NLPP price analysis so ware around ve years
ago. The approach taken by this
so ware was completely innovative: NLPP determines whether
the prices for complete groups
of products are reasonable, basing its calculations on a multi1

dimensional, non-linear regression analysis which considers the
technical aspects of the product
in relation to the price of the product. This enables the so ware
to determine which distinguishing features impact the price, and
to what degree — for example,
whether the weight of a part affects the price to a greater extent
than a certain bore or the required
surface treatment. The so ware
compares non-identical products
by calculating target prices and
— based on all data — worst,
target, and best practice benchmarks. It also reveals complex
cause-e ect relationships, calculates the potential for lowering
the costs of individual products
and enables price forecasts for
new parts which need to be procured. Thanks to the fact that
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NLPP is able to generate analyses very quickly, the method can
be used for both small and large
families of parts.
Konstantinos Alefasidis, an industrial engineer, was immediately attracted to the innovative approach
of NLPP. “Right from the start, I
was won over by this method,” he
explained.
But naturally, we didn’t just
rely on a gut feeling — we
screened the so ware thoroughly and also compared it to
competitors’ products which
made similar claims. However,
NLPP o ered the most sophisticated solution.
Trialling machined parts
In 2014, Konstantinos Alefasidis
was appointed group manager in
project procurement for the Direct
Fuel Injection business unit, which
is a part of the Gasoline Systems
Division. In contrast to commercial purchasing, which divides materials into groups and completes
the purchasing process by means
of contracts, price negotiations
and ordering, project procurement
takes care of the technical and
project management-based concerns for all the products required
by a complete business unit. This
means that project procurement
acts as an interface between commercial purchasing, the technical
departments and quality control.
Most of the products purchased
here are machined parts. These
account for some 60% of the business unit’s purchasing volume.
A er spending several weeks
getting to grips with NLPP, I
was convinced that this family of parts was ideal for an
NLPP analysis. Firstly the extensive family comprises of
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some 180 parts, making manual analyses virtually impossible. Secondly, by de nition,
each group of products also includes parts which have consistent distinguishing features
— which is precisely what you
need for an NLPP analysis, because the whole point is to
compare parts based on their
characteristics, and thus draw
conclusions about the target
price.

price in some areas.
Conversely, some characteristics
which we believed would affect price greatly proved to be
of little signi cance.

NLPP — a breeze in comparison
with the bottom-up calculations:
Once the characteristics had been
determined, Konstantinos Alefasidis asked an intern to manually
compile the features for the 180
parts. A regular member of the
team provided support at various
The goal: to determine target stages.
prices for 180 parts
Naturally, this laborious work
Konstantinos Alefasidis initiated
initially used up a lot of rea signi cant NLPP project: NLPP
sources — but it’s not a recurwas to analyse all machined parts
ring task. Once all the data
and calculate a valid target price
has been fed into the NLPP
for each individual part.
The
database, the analysis can be
specialist purchasing department
completed at the press of a
would then monitor these target
button,
prices and use the information —
in close collaboration with project
procurement — to develop a spe- Alefasidis reported. And he added:
ci c strategy for negotiations, ultimately increasing the potential for
It’s a breeze compared to the
savings thus revealed.
bottom-up calculations. If you
do a bottom-up calculation for
Kick-o : focus on distinguishing
a part manually, and you don’t
features: The rst step was to orhave any data, one calculation
ganise workshops to de ne which
can take up to two weeks ?
distinguishing features of the maand that’s just for one part!
chined parts might be potentially
In contrast, it took two peorelevant.
ple just three months to enter the data for 180 parts. It
Working out which characterwould have taken us consideristics were actually important
ably longer to complete followtook a lot of brain power.
up calculations for 180 parts!
By and large, we knew inSo the work was relative.
stinctively which parameters
were impacting on price. But
we made a conscious e ort
This was also the rst time that all
to think outside the box, so
the parts from the family had been
that features which initially
entered into a database, including
seemed irrelevant were also intheir distinguishing features. This,
cluded in the analysis. Lookasserted Alefasidis, was a huge
ing back, this decision paid
step forwards.
o . Following the NLPP analThe analysis
ysis, we were surprised to see
The data was next imported into
the extent that certain distinNLPP. At the click of a button, the
guishing features in uenced
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so ware was then able to generate an exact target price formula, based on price drivers, quantity and price within a few seconds. It also worked out how each
distinguishing feature impacts on
the price. The so ware automatically ignores distinguishing features which have no e ect on the
price. Based on the target price
formula, NLPP then inserted the
distinguishing features into the
formula to calculate the target
price for each part.

actly which area to hone in
on. Rather than searching for
a needle in a haystack, we
were suddenly able to make a
speci c case when discussing
each part and develop a chain
of argument for price negotiations with the various suppliers. For example, we were able
to pinpoint parts which were
highly similar, but which were
being sold to us at very different prices. With the huge
amount of di erent parts in
our portfolio, we’d never noticed these before. However,
NLPP calculated the same target price for both parts. And
since NLPP analyses the parts
according to their distinguishing features, we were able to
conclude that the parts were
identical,

analysed by NLPP, two thirds
of which we have already implemented.
Two- gure savings? Nonsense!
Asked why they have ?only’
achieved savings totalling 3%
— when other purchasing so ware service providers promise
two- gure potential savings ?
Konstantinos Alefasidis laughed.
“That’s total nonsense,” the expert said.

If I could achieve savings of,
NLPP illustrates the parts in a
say, 12%, at the drop of a
coordinate system, organised achat, then the entire purchascording to the current price (Y axis)
ing department must have
and the target price (X axis). Three
been completely incompetent.
benchmark lines are also displayed
But our purchasing specialists
in the coordinate system: the midknow what they’re doing, and
dle benchmark line indicates the
they’ve been doing their job
?target price’. All points above this
expertly all along. NLPP simply
line indicate potential for savings.
provides us with additional inIn addition, the user can switch to Alefasidis reported.
formation which has not been
a tabular view where the savings
available to us in this format
A
new
understanding
of
prodare presented as percentages and
yet. We’re now using this data
uct costs: The team has come
in euros, for example.
consistently to achieve savto understand product costs much
Surprising results for the price more fully, claimed Konstantinos
ings.
drivers
Alefasidis. And this will continue
The NLPP analysis revealed sur- to have a positive e ect on the Conclusion
prising insights. Not only was performance of the purchasing dethe level of emphasis on param- partment in the future, too. “In
NLPP provides the purchaseters a ecting cost and distin- my view, it’s simple. The beting department with excellent
guishing features unexpected, but ter I understand pricing, the betanalyses and realistic target
By
Konstantinos Alefasidis and his ter I will be at my job.”
prices for a large number of
team also now had concrete proof calculating the most likely target
parts, with relatively little efthat the target prices deviated price as well as worst and best
fort,
widely from the actual prices for practice benchmarks, costs become uniquely transparent. This in
various parts.
turn empowers purchasing agents concluded Alefasidis.
The project purchasing team then
when they conduct price negotiacontacted the specialist purchasThus, the so ware opens the
tions.
ing department and outlined the
door to a whole new realm
results.
of opportunities for large-scale
Up to now — within just four
savings. I’m totally satis ed
months — we’ve already idenwith this so ware.
ti ed 3% savings in the volume
Thanks to NLPP, we knew exPractical example: The task was to analyse the actual price for 40 part numbers from the ’machined parts’
product group using NLPP so ware. The purchasing department de nes the relevant parameters and price
drivers for each part. These factors are then analysed in relation to the price.
A good source of ’correct’ parameters and price drivers are the speci cations given to the supplier,
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The so ware then automatically calculates the target price by inserting the values of the relevant parameters and price drivers for each part number into
the formula. Seconds later, the purchasing agents
receive the target price for each part.

e.g.:
• weight [g]
• length [mm]

NLPP also calculates the degree to which each parameter impacts the price, and pinpoints those which
do not in uence price at all.

• diameter [mm]
• batch size [#]

This example shows how the degree of in uence was
calculated:

• annual quantity [#]
With the aid of this data, the so ware then calculates a target price formula1. In the example given
here, the target price formula generated by the so ware looks like this:

• weight [g] = 1.795
• diameter [mm] = 1.331
• length [mm] = 0.995
• batch size [#]= 0.554

(

Target price = exp 0.140 + 2.305 · weight [g]

• annual quantity [#] = 0.312

− 0.342 · diameter [mm] + 21.724 · length [mm]
1
Interpreting the numbers is easy: in this case study,
+1, 274.239 ·
batch size [#]

−0.137 · annual volume [#]

)

the diameter of the part (1.331) has more than double the impact on price than the batch size (2·0.554 =
1.108 < 1.331).

For more information about NLPP please visit our web site or get in contact with us at info@saphirion.com
Saphirion AG
An der Lorze 9
6300 Zug
Switzerland
www.saphirion.com
www.nlpp.ch

1For reasons of con dentiality, the target price formula in this case study is based purely on ctitious parameters, and serves solely as an example.
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